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It was an outstanding cooperation with our friends from AAU to share an elite 

championship with thousands of world-class athletes competing in a great event. 

 

The event balanced between a day of theoretical and later practical educational program that 

was followed by five long days of beautifully organised and executed championship. 

The seminars run by world top instructors like: Master Chuzo Kotaka, Mikami, Sugiyama, Saito, 

Mirza, Kluger, Merriman; and Sport seminars run by world champions: Christof Pinna, George 

Kotaka, Elisa Au. 

 

We would like to express our thanks to Mr. Joe B. Mirza – President of AAU, who also serves as 

the Executive President of IBSSA - ISF. 

The cooperation between IBSSA and AAU was a great success and some of our own athletes 

took part from Israel and Hungary. 

Mr. Mirza has been honoured by IBSSA Board of Directors – with the IBSSA Hall of Fame of 

SPORT for his life long contribution to the public in the field of Martial Art education. 

 

During the last year IBSSA - ISF President Prof. Rony KLUGER run special seminars and clinics 

in Holland with Dr. Frank Philipoom, in Lithuania with Mr. Vladimiras Lisicynas and in India with 

Mr. Mehul Veraand and last but not least in Italy we run several courses. 

The visits has been attracted many new members and interested companies and of course the 

local media. 

 

We are looking forward to great development within IBSSA - ISF and as always we are most 

welcoming new members who wish to cooperate and upgrade our activities. 

During the last year we re-established the leadership of IBSSA - ISF Ju Jutsu section under the 

leadership of the world renewed Masters Auvo Niiniketo (Finland) and Istvan Kelemen 

(Hungary). 

 

In the near future we will introduce official IBSSA - ISF Membership ID cards, pins and badges, 

we will offer official qualification diplomas using the close cooperation between IBSSA - ISF and 

International Budo Academy (the official education provider to IBSSA). 

 

In any enquiry for IBSSA - ISF activities worldwide please don't hesitate to contact the 

President office: 

 

Prof. Rony KLUGER 

IBSSA - ISF President 
E- mail: rondo03@attglobal.net 

Fax: +972 3 9306040 

Phone: +972 3 9309504 

Mobile: +972 50 9309504 

 


